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THE PROBLEMS OF HIGH EFFICIENT 

EXTRACTION 

FROM THE ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON 

Summary: 

The problem of high efficient extraction (7) > — 50% ) from isochronous cyclotrons (with the 
exception of the stripping method) is not completely solved up to this day. 

This problem is specifically important, because these cyclotrons are being also applied in 
the production of medical radioisotopes, labeled phamiaceuticals as well as in neutron therapy 
(oncology): machine industry, agriculture (plant mutagenesis), etc. 

The aim of the proposed topic is to solve this problem on the AIC-144 isochronous cyclotron 
in the I.N.Ph. Lately, a beam of 20 MeV deuterons with an efficiency of ca.15% was extracted 
from this cyclotron. 

Proposed method: 

1. Procurement of maximum orbit separation in the extraction region (6 - 8-10mm) 
by means of coherent oscillations of the beam Er (т,ф) vector reaction or resonance 
excitations in the zone where Qr < 1 by using of magnetic field harmonics. 

2. Beam extraction with minimum deformation in the vertical and horizontal planes. 
The optimal beam extraction conditions in the energy range and types of particles 
shall be taken into accoi.nt. 



AN ANALYZE OF THE EXTRACTION PROBLEMS: 
The proposed method of extraction includes two phases: 

1. Orbit separation. 
2. Extraction of particles from separated orbits witli iiiiiiiiiiiiui losses. 

1.Orbit separation - first phase 

This problem can be solved in two ways: 
A. by excitation of coherent oscillation of the beam in the extraction region 
B. by resonance excitation in this region. 

We suggest to carry out the experiments with the aid of both methods. We enclose a brief 
description of the progress of the work and the possibilities of its accomplishment, because from 
the methodical and technological point of view these methods are significantly different. 

1.1 Excitation of coherent oscillations:[19, 20] 

This excitation can be periodically obtained by acting on an accelerated beam with a per-
turbating field E or II in a direction transversal to its movement. 

Perturbation with the aid of Er (Дг, Aę>)vector 

In this case, the interfering field is formed by the exciter (expander), which acts on the beam 
in the radial range of Дг — lOmm and azimuthal range of 30 degrees. It is situated in the cyclotron 
as shown in fig.l. The effect of its action is given in fig.2b. Deformations of radial emittance can 
be easily observed. They are caused by the second harmonic of Er (т,ф) component. In order 
to compensate the harmonic, a compensator shifted in relation to the exciter by an angle of 108 
degrees is applied (fig.l). Orbit separation obtained on a mathematical analog (computer code 
MAIC II)[23] of this structure is shown in figs.2c, 3c,d. Fig.4 shows the separation in the r,^,z 
(z-0) cylindrical coordinates. 

On the basis of the obtained calculation results, the mentioned above orbit separation system 
of the AIC-144 cyclotron was designed and constructed in the I.N.Ph. The orbit separation 
of 6 - 8mm was achieved on a 20 MeV dcuteron beam. This can be obtained after the 
12th passage of the beam through the exciter and compensator. This is a result of coherent 
oscillation generated in the beam. The separation allowed the beam to be introduced to 
deflector 1 (septum+its shadow was ca. 1,5mm). The beam losses, while passing through the 
deflector, where ca.20-25%. The photograph illustrates a plexiglas plate with an experimental 
trace of the internal beam separated on deflector 1 fig.5. 

The works were interrupted, because it was not possible to apply a voltage of 75-
80 kV on deflector 1 in the existing internal configuration of the cyclotron and also because 
of the poor vacuum. Those voltages would allow the beam deflection to a radius of 70 cm on 
measurement target No 3 (fig.l). This would guarantee the beam extraction from the cyclotron. 

Suggested procedure: 

The presence of 80 - 90 kV on deflectors situated in isochronous cyclotrons (where due to 
magnetic field requirements small air gaps exist) between the concentric coil housings cause a 
lot of trouble even in vacuum of 10"" Tr. 



In the I.N.Ph. a deflector (which is subject to patent) was worked out, on which 
a significantly smaller deflecting voltage can be applied (ca.50%) maintaining never¬ 
theless the same focusing and deflecting properties. The design of the deflector and its drive 
systems is complete, but its accomplishment has been discontinued due to financial difficulties. 
The proposed extraction system, the last orbit and extracted beam as well as the magnetic field 
configuration are shown in fig.6. 

Perturbation by magnetic field vector b (AT, Аф) 

In principal it has a similar action, the only difference being in the method of compensation. 
In our approach the magnetic field bump b (г, ф) with an opposite direction and a 100 degrees 
azimuthal shift in relation to the excitation bump is applied. 

In order to achieve this, a valley between the spirals is chosen (fig.6). Unfortunately there 
are some difficulties resulting from cyclotron geometry in applying this method. Inaccurate 
setting of exciter and compensator В field vectors results in resonance excitations and not in 
orbit separation. 

1.2 Resonance Excitations (orbit separation) 

This method is based on resonance beam excitation in the horizontal symmetry plane of 
the region where the amplitude of radial betatron oscillation Qr <= 1. In consequence, a high 
coefficient of beam extraction (r/ > 50%) can be expected. 

The method is based on controlled variations of QT (r) derived from the average magnetic 
field drop and its gradient variation in the extraction region (fig.7). 

Beam excitation is obtained in the region where QT = 1 by introducing subharmonics (first 
and second) into the magnetic structure. The first harmonic of the Вц (г) field and its gradient 
may also be utilized for this purpose. 

Depending on various perturbations of magnetic field, different resonance excitation may be 
obtained. 
The most important are: 

Perturbation 
S=l 

H=2,3,4 
q=2,3,4 
S=2 

Excitation 
Simple resonance 

nonlinear resonance 

parametric resonance 

Notes remarks 
Qr = S 
S-subharmonic 
Qr = a/q = i 
q - order of resonance 
Qr = 5/2 

Resonance excitations give different orbit separations resulting in different trajectories in 
stray magnetic fields. A better knowledge of these effects makes possible the optimization of the 
extraction process. It is possible to introduce those interferences into the magnetic structure of 
the AIC-144 cyclotron by means of azimuthal coils, discs and ferromagnetic bars. Furthermore, 
the cyclotron has 5 measuring probes which provide very precise and univocal analysis of the 
direct effect of these field interferences on the beam. 



Proposed Methodology: 

We suggest the excitation of individual resonances in the accelerated beam by introducing 
separate perturbations into the magnetic structure. This makes research of orbit separation 
effectiveness and univocal determination of side effects of those resonances on orbit separation 
possible. 

After analyzing and optimizing these reactions, we suggest to choose the most convenient 
resonance excitations. They shall be used in order to obtain maximum separation with minimum 
orbit deformation. 

This analysis was performed oti the mathematical analog of the isochronous cyclotron [22, 23]. 
A qualitative and analytical analysis of this problem was also performed. A brief description of 
the results follows. 

Proposed Topic Accomplishment: 

Direct (resonance region forming) and indirect (introducing of perturbation into the mag¬ 
netic field) conditions necessary for the accomplishment of resonance excitations by introducing 
perturbations into the magnetic field structure can be fulfilled by using and control the following 
parameters: 

magnetic field index: 

n = L*B- (i) 
В dr l ' 

amplitude of magnetic field variation: 

Вя(г) , . 
B(r) [ > 

orbit separation coefficient: 

1 1 „ . 

where: 

orbit deformation coefficient:[24] 

V 4N2B2 

radial frequency of free oscillations: 

о ,2 D2 



where: 
В(т) - average magnetic field 
Bjv(r) - amplitude of the magnetic field. 
N- magnetic structure 

1.3 Problems of Orbit Separation: 

Natural Separation: 

In order to perform a quality analysis of this problem, natural orbit separation in the acceler¬ 
ation process in the isochronous cyclotron without the influence of the introduced interferences 
should be estimated. 

The beam trajectory in the cyclotron has the form of an unwinding spiral. The step of this 
spiral (spiral factor) after one turn can be approximately determined by the following expression 
[3]: 

dv A W 7 , 4 m 
( ) ( 4 ) 

where: 
AW = ZeV<jCOS(f>!i, Z- ion charge, Vd - accelerating voltage, e - electron charge 
W - ion energy in MeV/nucleon, A - atomic number of the ion, v • ion turns. 
•v — ł 

For the parameters of AIC-144 S having the following values: 

N= 4, dBN/dr = 0.25 , Б г = 6 3 с т = 1.83 T 
A = 1, n = 0.127, Z = 1, A = 1, Vd = 0.05MF; 
<t>d = 20, 7 = 1.0 6395, T = 60МеУ; а= 0.8896 

dr — = 0.0415, cm/turn dv 

A beam of such density cannot be extracted as one turn extraction! 
It can be seen from expression [3, 4] that a considerable increase in separation may be 

achieved by increasing the factor a(r). Assuming that the amplitude of radial oscillations is 5 
mm, septum thickness is 1,5 mm, and the so called septum shadow (caused by orbit deformation) 
is ca 3 mm, an orbit separation of 8-10 mm should be obtained. 

In the AIC-144 a significant increase of the a(r) factor is foreseen. This can be achieved by 
forming a big gradient of the magnetic field fundamental basic harmonic amplitude, the value 
of which can be continuously adjusted with the aid of azimuthal coils and magnetic shims. 
In the extraction region the following values can be assumed: 
N = 4, dBN/dr = -0.25 , B r = 6 s c m = 1.4 T, n = 0.127, A = 0.9883, a -- 4.188 
and then, orbit separation: 

dr — = 0.1694, cm/turn dv 

can be obtained. 



The remaining difference Ad = 0.8000 - 0.1694 = 0.6306 cm, obtained as a result of 
separation must be increased ca 5 times. This can be easily achieved by resonance excitations. 

1.4 Effects of Resonance Excitations: 

Linear resonance /LR./: [7] 

In the region, where QT •=. wP/w0 = 1, after introducing the perturbation of the type: 

/а(г,ф) = Ь,соз(ф-ф,) (5) 

where: 
у, ф- polar coordinates, 
Ь,,фг - amplitude and phase of the S- perturbation harmonics of field bump distribution. 

In medium energy isochronous cyclotrons, the oscillation is obtained on the 1-st harmonic of 
this distribution: S = l. 
The maximum appendix to the natural separation is: 

<•> 

where: 
Bk - mean value of the field on the extraction radius. 
Rk - mean the end acceleration radius 

In the extraction region the following values can be assumed: 

Rk = 63 cm, 5 = 1, 6,= 0.005 T, Bk= 1.75 T 
and then: 

dr — = 0.649, cm/turn dv 

As a result a shift of the orbit in the region preceding the resonance excitation of beam can 
be expected. The dynamic process of beam bunch excitation by the linear resonance is shown 
in fig.8. 

Nonlinear resonance /NLR/:[9] 

In the region in which QT — /f/q = 1 (with Я = 2,3,4 and order of resonanse q = 2,3,4) big 
excitations can be obtained when the input amplitude of the radial betatron oscillations in 
the beam a0 > 5 mm, at the input resonance region. 
Introducing an interference force: 

/ М ) = М Д " г)со»3(ф- ф.) (7) 



where: 
hs - a constant determining the magnitude of perturbation; R - radius of the equilibrium orbit; 
г,ф - polar coordinates, ф, -phase of magnetic field perturbation. 
For values: S - 4, h,= 5.5, (ф - ф,) = 40°, a0 = 0.833 

one obtains: 

dr — = 0.833, cm/turn dv 

Fig.9 illustrates the dynamic excitation obtained on the mathematical analog of the 1С, computer 
code MAIC-I.[22] 

Orbit precession method: [9] 

When the beam passes through the simple resonance region Qr = S = 1, several times 
coherent ion oscillations of the beam can be generated by exciting with a small amplitude 
(0.001 T) of the first field harmonic. This excitation may cause an increase of the transversal 
oscillation with amplitude from 1 mm to several cm. 

After passing the resonance region, the orbit enters an area where QT decreases continuously, 
causing an orbit precession in the direction of the beam movement with a frequency 
(QT — 1). The maximum orbit separation caused by the precession can be determined from the 
following expression: 

(8) 

where: 
/>o-amplitude of excited oscillation (cm) 

For values:/>o = 0.8, Qr = 0.8 
one obtains: 

-^ = 0.94, cm/turn 
dv 

This method gives a great energetic dispersion due to a quick increase of the ac¬ 
celeration phase (Qr = 0.9 - 0.8). The effect of dynamic precession excitation is shown in 
fig. 10. 

Regenerative method of orbit separation excitation of parametric resonance /PR/: 

The excitations are generated by the gradient of the interfering field (dbr/dr). If an inter¬ 
fering field is assumed: 



4>s) (9) 

where: 
gs - amplitude of the magnetic field perturbation 
p - amplitude of ions oscillations 
4>3 - phase of the perturbation harmonic. 

Then an excitation zone £\QT will appear. It does not depend on the amplitude of particle 
oscillations. 

Inside this area, where QT = 5/2 = 1 the ion movement is unstable and excitations appear. 
The maximum amplitude increase during one turn is: 

where: 
pm-amplitude of particle free oscillation 
<jra-amplitude of magnetic perturbation 
for values:^. = 63cm, gs- 0.01 pm - 0.5 S=2 Bfc=1.4T 

dp 
-f- = 0.35, cm/turn 
dv 

In medium energy cyclotrons Qr — 1 and for this reason a resonance caused by the second 
harmonic of the interfering field is utilized. In this method, field perturbation of the cos2 ф type 
is generated by negative bump (analogy to the exciter) and positive bump (regenerator-analogy 
to the compensator. These bumps are shifted in relation to each other by 60-90 degree. If the 
extraction takes place in an area where Qr < 1, then the stray field can be used as an 
exciter (fig.ll). 

Complex reaction of the resonances: LR+PR[15] 

A still bigger efficiency of orbit separation may be achieved by utilizing the advantages of 
LR and PR resonances. In this method, excitation on the first and second subharmonic of the 
magnetic field is obtained. In this case the second harmonic of the bump distribution varies as 
a function of the radius and the phases of both harmonics are constant. 

The reaction of the 1-st harmonic causes a shift of orbit centers. These centers move along a 
circular track around the symmetry axis of the average magnetic field. This movement is in the 
direction of the maximum of the bump for Qr < 1 or in the opposite direction for Qr > 1. This 
results in additional accelerated particles oscillations with a modulation of their amplitudes. 

For QT = 1, the radius of the orbit increases in an unlimited way and the orbit center moves 
along a straight line. 
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The influence of the second harmonic and its gradient is different. The orbit centers move 
along eliptic tracks,(outside of resonance zone of parametric resonance) around the cyclotron axis 
and along hyperbolas in the resonance areas. One of the asymptotes of the hyperbolas decreases 
and the other one increases oscillation amplitudes. The unstable effects can be eliminated by 
choosing appropriate values of the amplitude. By utilizing both harmonics the oscillations can 
be orientated (for example the deflector or magnetic channel regions).The magnitude of this 
excitation and its direction can be controlled by the second harmonic gradient as 
well by values of both perturbation harmonics 
Condition of PR reaction: 

where: b3 - amplitude of second field harmonics 
As a result of these reactions one can obtain: 

dp 
-~ = 0.8, cm/turn dv 

2. Beam extraction-second phase: 

There are four possible ways of solving this problem: 

a. Electrostatic method (exciter, deflector 1 + deflector 2 + deflector 3, compensator) 
b. Magnetic system method: magnetic channel 1,2,3; magnetic exciter 
с Combined method: exciter, magnetic channel 1,2,3, compensator. 
d. Complex reaction method: exciter, DEF. 1,2,3, compensator (DEF.- deflectors of a new type 
which will be used for the first time). 

2.1 The present stage of research: 

Two extraction systems were constructed in I.N.Ph.: electrostatic and magnetic. These 
systems are equipped with remotely controlled servo systems, electronic control units and high 
voltage supplies. 

A new type of deflector DEF.l (rated voltage lower than in the case of the older 
deflectors) was designed and constructed but has not been used yet. 

The following experiments were carried out: 
ad.a.The accelerated beam (20 MeV d) was passed through the electrostatic extraction system 
(ESE), with the following efficiency: 

exciter TJ = 100% (10 kV); def.l TJ = 75-80% (55 kV); 
def.2 ri = 65% (40 kV); 



A beam deflection of Д г = 15 cm in direction of target 5,see fig.l was achieved ( r—20 cm 
is required for full extraction). As it was not possible to increase the voltage on deflector 1 to 
75 kV, the works were stopped until a new deflector is built. The computer analysis is given in 
fig.l. It is clearly seen that there is a big chance to extract the beam with a high efficiency. No 
optimization of the extraction was carried out. The proposed works woidd concern experiments 
to be carried out on the new DEF.l as well on DEF.2 and 3. 

ad.b.Beam extraction experiments with the aid of the magnetic extraction system (MES) were 
also carried out on the AIC-144 S isochronous cyclotron. System configuration: resonance exciter 
(linear excitation on the azimuth Аф =200-240 degree; magnetic channels MGC1; MGC2; 
MGC3. The lcm order of beam separation at the measurment target 3, see fig.5,12 was obtained 
with efficiency ca 10 - 12%. 

ad.c.When DEF.2 and the electrostatic compensator were additionally introduced into the ex¬ 
traction system, the extraction was increased by 5 - 8%. 

The proposed works would concern the optimization problem by increasing the separated 
beam (complex oscillation utilization) and introducing the new deflectors DEF Land DEF.2 in 
order to correct the direction of the extracted beam and electrostatic or magnetic exciter which 
will direct the beam into the magnetic excitation area. 

3. Conclusion: 

The performed analysis indicates that there is a realistic chance of achieving a high efficient 
beam extraction ca 70 - 75% by means electrostatic extraction system using a modified deflectors 
in it. The computer simulation of the extraction process is ploted in fig. 14, where the radial 
emittances of beam vs. radius are shown. The low efficiency coefficient obtained experimen 
tally on the AIC-144 S magnetic extraction system is caused by beam losses on the construction 
elements of the dee holders during extaction process. The situation in emittance relation is given 
in fig. 13. The significant improvement may be achieved by returning the nonextracted beam 
into the acceleration zone, where n> 0 and Qr > 1. More details about the method is presented 
in [25]. 

If the AIC-144 S cyclotron was used in I.N.Ph. these works would not need extensive 
financial support. Most of the components of the extraction system such as: deflectors, exciter, 
compensator, magnetic channel, remotely controlled servo systems and measuring targets are 
already builded. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l Electrostatic extraction system: localization of measurement targets. 
Fig.2 The conelation between expander and compensator acting on radial emittance. 
Fig.3 Radial and vertical emittances of extracted beam. 
Fig.4 The orbit separation effect caused by coherent oscillation excitation. 

Fig.5 Tracks of extracted beam after passing the first deflector. 
Fig.6 Magnetic field structure of AIC-144 with the extraction system location. 
Fig.7 Modified distribution in the extraction zone B, Qr, n vs. radius. 

Fig.8 The separation orbit effect, caused by LR excitation. 
Fig.9 The separation orbit effect caused by NLR resonance excitation. 
Fig.10 Precession effect of orbits produced by first subharmonic perturbation. 

Fig.11 Orbit separation produced by regenerative method of extraction. 

Fig.12 Orbit separation effect caused by excitation of complex reaction of resonances: NLR+LR. 
Fig.13 Radial emittances of extraction by magnetic system with and without Def.2 vs. radius 
fig.14 Radial emittances of extraction by electrostatic and magnetic system vs. radius. 
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